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1.



Introduction



Reliability in power systems is usually defined in terms of adequacy and security [1, 2]. While security refers to the system’s capacity of reaction and recovery to endure short term contingencies, adequacy refers to the capacity of the system supply to meet its demand, taking into account unexpected outages of generators or transmission lines and possible constraints on the primary energy resource (problems on the fossil fuel chain of supply, dry spells, lack of wind). The emphasis for this paper is on the adequacy aspect of power systems reliability, and for our purposes the terms adequacy and reliability will be used interchangeably. In a power system, loss of load (LOL) events refer to situations in which the system’s available generation and transmission capacity will not be able to supply all the demand. These events are generally limited to times with high demand or small capacity reserve margins and the occurrence of critical generators and/or transmission line outages. Different metrics for assessing system adequacy exist,such as loss of load probability (LOLP), loss of load expectation (LOLE), loss of load hours (LOLH), loss of energy expectation (LOEE), unserved energy (USE), and expected unserved energy (EUE) [1, 2]. The LOLP is a measure of how likely is a loss of load event to occur, and it is one of the most widely used measures for power system adequacy. Besides the assessment of system adequacy by one of the metrics mentioned before, it is relevant to ask for the specific contribution of each generator to it, which



is usually measured by its capacity value. Capacity value, sometimes referred to as the generators’ firm power, firm capacity, or capacity credit, refers to the amount of generation which can be guaranteed to be available at a given time, and it is the most widely used metric for measuring the contribution of a particular generator to power system adequacy. The contribution to adequacy of intermittent generation such as wind and solar is an aspect on which there is a great deal of interest from regulators and generation companies. However, there is no standard or generally accepted method for defining or evaluating capacity value of intermittent generation and there exists great disparity of criteria to deal with this issue. Before evaluating a wind farm capacity value, careful consideration of both the characteristics of the system and of the wind farms is required. Since even conventional generators will not be able to provide their maximum power at all times (as a result of either maintenance or forced outages), a capacity metric should be suitable for generators with diverse operating regimes, be them baseload, intermediate, peaking or intermittent generators. Hence, generators with a high forced outage rate (FOR) should be assigned a smaller capacity value than more reliable generators. This capacity metric should also take into account how much capacity a generator can make available at high risk periods [3, 4]. That is, when a generator is needed the most its contribution to system adequacy will be greater and should be given more weight. In consequence, the capacity value of a generator able to inject



energy into the system during the periods of high system risk (usually the periods of high demand) should be higher than the capacity value of a generator unable to do so. Techniques for estimating capacity value for intermittent generators should be based in probabilistic analyses and should also consider the particular characteristics and operating regimes of each generator and how they contribute to improving system adequacy, especially during high risk periods. The Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) approach consists on evaluating the additional amount of demand that the system is able to handle while preserving the same system adequacy, given the addition of the generator being studied. This general idea, introduced by Garver in 1966 [5], has been successfully applied for decades to conventional generators and it is certainly valuable when dealing with intermittent generators. Despite ample acceptance of these ideas, there are quite a lot of dissimilarities in terms of their implementation[6]. In general, methods for calculating the capacity value of generators can be categorized either as approximation techniques or as system modeling approaches. Due to the modeling difficulties involved on the system modeling approaches, a number of alternative approximation methods have been suggested, such as [7, 8]. International practices for the calculation of the capacity value of intermittent generation such as wind and solar can vary considerably [4, 9]. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the relationship between system adequacy (as measured by the LOLP) and electric demand; Section 3 discusses the method currently employed in Chile and then presents an alternative LOLP-based methodology for determining the capacity factor of generating units; Section 4 describes the test system and presents simulation results showing the impact of wind generators in the LOLP versus demand curves. Finally, Section 5 presents the main conclusions of this work. 2.



LOLP as a function of demand



The LOLP varies with the operating conditions of the system. For example, a higher spinning reserve requirement will end up in a lower LOLP, as more units will be readily available to supply the load in case of an outage. The capacity reserve margin (available capacity minus the load) also affects the LOLP, and one should see it to increase as the load increases and the capacity reserve margin decreases. To illustrate the dependency between load and LOLP, let us for a moment ignore the transmission and consider a system with a single node where all the generation and load are connected to the same bus, as in Figure 1a. Let suppose that the system is operated economically and that the reserves are assigned according to the n − 1 criterion (that is, the system should be able to sustain the outage of a single generator). Let us also consider that:
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Figure 1: LOLP versus load for uninodal system



• The units are ordered according to their capacity, that is, i < j implies Pi ≤ Pj , where Pα corresponds to the max capacity of Gα . • The failure probability or forced outage rate (FOR) of each unit ρα is constant, and independent of time and generator output. • Larger units are in general cheaper than smaller ones. Since the system is operated with cost minimization criteria, for each level of demand there will be a unique set of units committed and generator outputs (ignoring chronological constraints such as minimum up and down times). Based on the n − 1 criterion, the reserves are dimensioned to withstand without loss of load the output of the largest generating unit. Ignoring the probability of simultaneous outages, the LOLP up to a certain level of demand DK will be zero. For the demand DK all the units are committed, and the system reserve is equal to the power delivered by the largest unit. Thus, for (DK + δ), GK output is the only possibility of loss of load, hence LOLP(DK + δ) = ρK (where DK + δ ≤ DK−1 ). If the load grows, above DK−1 , not only the outage of the largest unit would cause loss of load, but also the outage of the second largest unit GK−1 . Thus, the LOLP(DK−1 + δ) in this case will correspond to the probability that either GK or GK−1 fail. As the demand keeps growing, the system becomes more susceptible to having loss of load, as there is a larger number of units whose individual outage (or simultaneous outage) would cause loss of load. Thus, for load above D1 , the output of any generating unit would cause loss of load. If Dm is the total installed capacity, for loads above this Dm the LOLP would be equal to 1, as the system would not be able to satisfy all the demand.



Under the assumptions, the LOLP and the demand have a relationship as shown in Figure 1b. Despite the gross assumptions made in the previous discussion, the discussion sheds light about three main features of the LOLP versus demand function: • LOLP grows exponentially with the demand. • There is a critical demand DK under which the LOLP is almost negligible (it corresponds to the probability of simultaneous failure of 2 or more generators). • The LOLP can be built as a piecewise-linear function in terms of the set of units that individually cause loss of load. The different tranches correspond to different failure modes. A more accurate representation of the LOLP versus demand curve can be obtained by convolving the outage probability distributions of the different generating units, as this approach would also account for multiple outages. Nevertheless, the approach behind Figure 1b is still useful to conceptually justify the LOLP-based approach to evaluate the capacity value of generating units that will be presented in the following section. If we also consider transmission constraints, losses and outages, and chronological constraints of generating units such as minimum up and down times or loading ramps (which appear as generating units try to follow demand changes), a purely mathematical approach to calculating the LOLP becomes impossible and system simulation approaches become necessary. 3.



Evaluating the capacity value



In its simplest form, the capacity value of a generator can be considered equal to the power that it is capable of delivering when it is available, multiplied by its availability rate (considering planned and forced outages). Under this criterion, the capacity value for non-dispatchable units such as wind should be considered as a percentile of the probability distribution of its output, for instance its generation that is capable to deliver 70% of the time (i.e. percentile 30). However, this vision ignores the fact that a generator firm power goes beyong effective capacity and needs to account for its contribution to the system adequacy. That is, a unit with higher output during high risk periods should be asigned a higher capacity value that a unit with the same capacity factor but available more during periods of low system risk. Thus, correlation between LOLP (seen as a metric of system adequacy) and generation output should take a primordial role. 3.1



Capacity value in Chile



The Chilean law, according to the supreme decree 327 (Procedures of the General Law of Electric Services, DFL 1), understands for firm capacity of a generator ‘the maximum power that a generator can inject to and transport on the transmission system during the peak hours of the system, considering its probable unavailability’. The definition of firm capacity (capacity value)



given in the Chilean Law can certainly suit well conventional generators who got a relatively constant unavailability rate, and their capacity value can even be calculated as their maximum capacity multiplied by one minus their unavailability rate. However, in the case of intermittent generation their availability will depend on the availability (especially during the system’s high-risk periods) of the primary energy source, be it wind, solar radiation or other. Naturally, intermittent generators contribution to adequacy can be quite different depending on the correlation between the system’s risk (usually also correlated with the system’s demand) and the availability of the primary energy resource. In the previous definition for firm power the contribution to system adequacy is implicit in its reference to peak hours. Although the regulation includes in the calculation of firm power not only the contribution to power system adequacy but also some aspects more closely related to power system security [10], it is currently being revised to isolate the adequacy contributions into the capacity value (potencia de suficiencia) and leave the security aspects confined to the ancillary services market. Henceforth we will talk about capacity value to refer to the firm power ignoring any system security aspects that may appear on the Chilean regulation. The methodology currently in place for firm power (omitting the security aspects) is based on the LOLP (understood as a metric for power system adequacy) and considers that every component of the system makes a contribution to its reliability depending both on its capacity and availability. Based on ELCC principles, such contribution can be valued in terms of a comparison with and without the component. For example, in the simple example described in section 2 the addition of an additional unit to the system would imply that the point DK moves to the right and that the distance between DK and Dm increases. With this, for each level of demand D the system LOLP with the additional unit the LOLP would be smaller or equal than in the original system, that is, in general terms the LOLP decreases and the system adequacy improves. Considering this criterion, the current methodology can be summarized in 3 steps, given by the relationships (1), (2) and (3): 1. The initial power Piini is calculated, consisting basically in the net power for the worst possible availability of the primary energy resource. 2. The initial power is weighted by the unit availability αi and by the relative decrease of the LOLP, evaluated for the maximum demand of the period (LOLPi corresponds to the system’s LOLP without unit i). In this way the preliminary capacity value (P CVi ) is obtained. 3. Finally, the capacity value of each unit CVi is obtained by scaling up the preliminary capacity value in such a way that the sum of the capacity value of every unit in the system is equal to the
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This methodology has a number of issues and penalizes hard the intermittent generation units, because their availability is arbitrarily considered to be low. Thus, by receiving almost no capacity payments for their firm power (representing about 20% of the conventional generators’ income), the entry of new wind and solar capacity in the systems is disencouraged. 3.2



Proposed method



An alternative procedure, formulated based on the theoretical framework presented in Section 2, consists in considering the capacity made available by the unit in relation to the total system demand only during the periods when it is required to operate. Therefore, t the data of interest will be a set of pairs (Dt , Pav i) ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, where N corresponds to the number of time blocks. Next, the capacity made available by the unit (if dispatched) is evaluated for different tranches of the total demand curve, procedure from which representative values of the unit available capacity Pil for each representative value of the demand Dl , l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L << N } are obtained. These L pairs correspond to the effective capacity of each unit for each level of demand. To obtain a value for the capacity value, it is proposed to calculate the weighted average of these values of effective capacity Pil , where the weights χli are related to the contribution that each Pil makes to the adequacy of the system (see (4)). A way of calculating these weights is considering them proportional to the difference between LOLP and LOLPi , based on equations (5) and (6), so that those tranches of Pil that increase reliability the most are more important in the sum.
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The steps of the procedure are schematically presented in Figure 2. In order to obtain a measure comparable to the current procedure, the capacity values obtained by the proposed procedure must be scaled up or down so that the capacity values for each generator sum up to the maximum demand, as indicated in (3).
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Figure 2: Representative generation for different demand tranches, contribution to LOLP reduction, and weights for calculating P CVi



It is convenient to discuss the impact of the proposed method on different types of units. For conventional baseload units, most of their capacity is available (and required) most of the time (discounting planned or forced outage periods), so its preliminary capacity value will be relatively independent of the weights χli and will be approximately equal to αi Pimax . Peaking units are only required to operate during periods of high demand, and since their maintenance usually occur during periods when they are not required to operate their availability is only hindered by forced outages. Consequently, as their weights χli are zero for low demand values and then increase with the demand, the preliminary capacity value of a peaking plant will be approximately Pimax . In the case of non-dispatchable units such as wind and solar, leaving aside maintenance and forced outages, their capacity value will depend strongly of the correlation between demand and the availability of the primary energy resource, as the weights χli increase with the total demand. On the one hand, if a positive correlation between available generation and the demand exists, the higher values of net capacity will weight more. On the other hand, if the correlation is negative the lower values of available generation will weight more and the capacity value will decrease. In general, for the calculation of the capacity value this procedure awards the effective availability of the unit in the intervals of higher demand for the period under evaluation. However, for units that do not need to be dispatched at all their capacity value would be zero. This could have a negative effect on system adequacy as there would be no incentives for building reserve capacity. An alternative to this would be to use an extreme demand profile for the evaluation instead of an aver-



4.2



Demand and wind power generation



Both electric demand and wind have a daily seasonal pattern. Figure 3 presents boxplots showing the 25, 50, and 75 percentiles for each variable. The correlation between wind generation and demand will be determined by the lag between their peaks and/or valleys. It is clear that high correlation implies a better chance for the wind generation to meet the demand. While Wind Interior’s generation has a higher capacity factor than Wind Coast (53% versus 42%), Wind Coast’s
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The methodology described in the previous section was tested on a market model of the Chilean Northern Interconnected System (SING). The SING is an almost entirely thermal system with about 3.7 GW installed generation capacity serving about 90% industrial (mining) loads and only about 10% residential load. Electric energy supply comes mainly from coal-fired units with relatively inflexible operating regimes (69.2% of total generation in 2011), some newer combined-cycle and open-cycle gas-fired units (25.8%), some fuel-oil and diesel peaking plants (3.9%), and a small amount of hydro generation (0.5%) [11]. Despite the system having relatively large capacity reserve margins, due to an inflexible generator mix coupled with a number of transmission constraints loss of load events are not uncommon. The market simulations were conducted using PLEXOS. PLEXOS is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) based electricity market simulation and optimization software. PLEXOS co-optimizes thermal, hydro, and ancillary services and is able to perform Monte Carlo simulations [13]. Once PLEXOS formulates the mathematical program, it is solved using Xpress [14]. The CDEC-SING, the SING independent system operator (ISO), provides on their website PLEXOS databases of their system for purposes of their generation programming containing detailed production and network data. These databases were adapted for the purposes of this work. The outputs of the simulations were benchmarked against actual system outputs to check for correctness and consistency. The SING market was simulated for the year 2015 based on National Comission of Energy (Comisión Nacional de Energía, CNE) projections [12] and considers two wind farms, Wind Coast (placed on the Pacific ocean coast) and Wind Interior, each one of 200MW.
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age demand scenario (such as a 10% probability fo exceedance load profile). This would assign a capacity value to generating units that may not be dispatched under an average demand scenario, but that would be contributing to system adequacy in extreme cases. The scaling of the capacity values can be later conducted using the maximum demand of an average scenario.
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Figure 3: Boxplots of demand and wind generation by day-hour along the year.



correlation with the demand is higher. 4.3



LOLP versus demand for the system



As pointed out at the end of section 2, simulation is required for estimating the LOLP curve in real systems. The Monte Carlo simulation scheme used in this paper can be summarized as follows: Using a forecast of demand and wind power for the following day, a detailed hourly unit commitment is obtained for each day. Then, the unit commitment decisions are fixed and a Monte Carlo simulation is applied to the economic load dispatch in order to check whether any loss of load events occur. The Monte Carlo sampling is done to randomly determine forced outage patterns for each conventional generator and transmission line, and to randomly select a wind power simulated pattern that preserves the correlation between load and wind power generation. The resulting LOLP versus demand curves for different levels of wind penetration are presented using logarithmic scale in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows how wind generation actually improves system adequacy by reducing the LOLP, although the improvement varies with the demand level depending on the wind pattern. While Wind Interior simply shifts the LOLP curve to the right (from the No wind case), Wind Coast distorts the curve making the system more reliable at high demands but does not
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Table 1: PCV & CV using actual Chilean method and LOLP-based method.
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Base case Wind Coast only Wind Int. only No wind 1900
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Actual Method P CV CV [MW] [MW] 130 103 28 22 0 0 33 26



Proposed Method P CV CV [MW] [MW] 115 93 26 21 113 92 77 63
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The results in Table 1 show the results for both methods. In particular, it is remarkable the increment in the capacity value for wind generators. Table 1 show that while capacity value of the thermal units do not vary much between the two methodologies, the capacity value of the wind generators increases considerably. Since Wind Coast has a higher correlation with the demand, it has a higher capacity value than the Interior generator, despite the second one having higher capacity factor (it generates 12% more energy per year). This illustrates the importance of distinguishing between high and low risk periods for the calculation of the capacity value.
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Figure 4: LOLP versus demand curves. The base case includes both wind farms.
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Figure 5: LOLP versus demand curves for thermal plants.



improve it much at lower demands because most of its generation concentrates at high-demand hours, as shown in Figure 3. 4.4



Capacity value



Both the actual Chilean method and the proposed LOLP-based method require the LOLPi curves for each generator. Figure 4 shows the LOLP curve (Base case), the LOLPWind Coast (Wind Int. only case) and the LOLPWind Interior (Wind Coast only case). The LOLPi curve for thermal generators of the SING is also calculated using Monte Carlo. Figure 5 illustrates the process for two representative thermal generators: U14 (coal-fired, baseload unit) and U11 (diesel-fired, peaking unit). For the rest of the generators, the LOLP curves was estimated by shifting the system LOLP curve to the left. When the described procedures are applied to the simulation results, we obtain the values in Table 1. For the actual method, the initial power Piini for the undispatchable generators is chosen as the power that the units are able to deliver the 70% of the time.



Conclusions



The LOLP as a function of system demand corresponds to a family of curves depending on the demand distribution among the different buses. In practice, to account for the transmission system constraints, losses, and line FOR the LOLP versus demand curve needs to be obtained by simulation. In this case we obtained the LOLP versus demand curves for the Chilean SING using repeated market simulations in a Monte Carlo scheme. The measure of the adequacy contribution of a specific unit (its capacity value) can vary strongly depending on the method used for calculating it, and will privilege some generators over others. Therefore, choosing a methodology that is both rooted on solid theoretical foundations and that takes into account the system characteristics is vital to allow a reliable system operation and to provide the right incentives for entry of new capacity in the medium and long term. The LOLPbased methodology proposed in this paper is basically a weighted average of the power made available by that generator and represents the contribution that the unit makes to system adequacy, and proved capable of capturing the contribution of wind farms to power system adequacy discriminating the periods of higher risk.
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